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Abstract;

The performanceof the GEM first level single-photoncalorimetry
trigger is investigatedfor several sets of trigger criteria. The use of 8
neighboringEM sumsfor the lateral isolation veto is preferredover the 8
neighboringSPEM sums. Isolated showerrecognitionis complicatedby
shower spreading over 2 and more EM sums, leading to trigger
inefficienciesby incompleteenergycontainmentnear threshold,and self-
vetoingby showerspreadingbeyondthreshold. A loosenedisolation veto
is preferredfor single EM sums over threshold. Timing requirements
with the new rack layout force the creationof trigger "towns", which are
groups of lateral isolation neighborhoodsl.25x 1.25 in ij x 0; trigger
performanceis changedvery little.
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The performanceof the GEM first level single-photoncalorimetry
trigger is investigatedfor severalsets of trigger criteria. The use of
S neighboringEM sumsfor the lateral isolation veto is preferredover
the S neighboring SPEM sums. Isolatedshowerrecognitionis com
plicatedby showerspreadingover 2 and more EM sums,leading to
trigger inefficienciesby incompleteenergycontainmentnearthreshold,
and self-vetoingby showerspreadingbeyond threshold. A loosened
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1.25 in ,j x #; trigger performanceis changedvery little.



1 Introduction

An important part of the 1st level calorimetertriggering is the single pho
ton trigger. The discovery of new exchangebosonsand the study of new
physicsboth rely on the single photon trigger. This trigger should indicate
the location of any isolatedElectromagneticEM showerspresentover sev
eral thresholdsfor further trigger processing. The intrinsic efficiency and
inherentbiasesof this trigger will directly impact the capability of the GEM
experiment.

The hardwareimplications of this trigger are no less important. The
groupingof calorimetertowers into trigger sums,the information to be made
availableto the trigger electronics,and the type andamount of information
exchangedbetweentrigger racks are all largely driven by the single photon
trigger. Theseconsiderationshavefurther ramificationson systemspeedand
cost.

The numberof trigger sumsdirectly affects the cost. The pressurewithin
the collaboration to minimize systemcosts had direct effects on the trigger
configuration originally proposed. The information passedbetweentrigger
sumsdeterminesthe large-scalecabling, which in turn affects the systemla
tency. The scopeof the calorimeterinformationnecessaryto makea reliable
trigger decision determinesthe overall complexity of the trigger hardware;
simplicity leads to lower cost and higher systemreliability. Theseconsid
erationshave led us to investigatethe problemof the single photon trigger
further.

2 Baseline SP Sum Lateral-Vetoing

The baselinetrigger algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The smallest segmen
tation in the EM section are the EM sums. All sumsare sumsof transverse
momentum Pt from the weighted energy in each calorimeter tower. All
energy thresholdsreferredto here are thresholdson theseweighted-energy
Pt sums. In the barrel, the EM sumsare non-overlappingsumsof 6x6 tow
ers, which are .157, .157 in ‘7, . The EM sums themselvesare summed
together2x2 to form the SPEM sumsof .314, .314 in ‘7, . The first floor
of the hadronicsectionalsohas its towers summedto form .314, .314 sized
energysumsin t7, , such that theseoverlapthe SPEM sums.
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The baselinetrigger forms two logical quantities. The trigger is satisfiedif
the logical ‘OR’ of thesetwo quantities,with the hadronicveto requirement,

is true.

EMI/ 1:

central SPEM greater than Pt threshold
and. 3rd largest EM sum within the central SPEM sum

is less than 1 GeV
.and. largest SPEN neighbor is less than 1 GeV
and. central EM sum in the central SPEM sum is larger

than the other EM sums in the central SPEM sum

ENV2:
central EM sum is greater than 2/3 threshold

.and. largest SPEM neighbor is over 1/3 threshold

.and. 2nd largest EN sum within the central SPEM sum is

less than 1 GeV
and. central SPEM sum is greater than any SPEM neighbor

.and. 2nd largest SPEM neighbor is less than 1 GeV.

The first condition is designedto trigger on showersthat are spreadbe
tween two EM sums within an SPEM sum, and the secondthose showers
that spreadbetweentwo EM sumsin adjacentSPEM sums. In addition, the
nearest4 SP1 hadronicsumsbehindthe centralEM sum are all requiredto
be less than 5 GeV.

This ‘standardtrigger’ was modelledusingQFL, the CDF showerparam
eterizationcodewhich employsthe Boch parameterization.Eventsweregen
eratedwithout bunch-crossingrelatedpileup using ISAJET. For efficiency
studies, SO GeV Higgs and 140 GeV top eventswere also generatedusing
ISAJET. Table 1 summarizesthe dataset. In the interestof speedandsim
plicity, asphericalcalorimeterwas simulated. Figure 2 showsacomparison
in backgroundratesbetweenthis simulation and the sametrigger configu
ration codedin GEMFAST. GEMFAST usesa cylindrical barrel calorimeter
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File Type Pt RangeGeV Cross Section mb Events

2-Jet 10 - 20 14.93 5000

2-Jet 20 - 40 2.198 5000

2-Jet 40 - 80 .2542 5000

2-Jet 80 - 160 .02500 2500

2-Jet 160 - 320 .001964 2500

QED Photon 10 - 20 .00111 1000

QED Photon 20 - 40 .0002354 1000

140 GeV Top 100 - 200 2500

80 GeV lliggs 1 - 1000 gam-gam 5000

Table 1: ISAJET Monte Carlo Data Set Summary

anda different showerparameterization.The results are comparable.What
is not shown is that QFL runs 15 times faster. For analysis simulation or
detectorstudies, one would probably not use QFL. Since we are grouping
the calorimeterresponseinto bins coarserthan an energyshowerradius, we
judged QFL to be agood measureof the trigger ratesandefficiencies for the
configurationsdiscussedhere.

Thereare other reasonsbeyond trigger rates and efficiencies for doing
thesestudiesnow. Thechoiceof the .157, .157 segmentationhasbeencalled
into questionby thoseconsideringsystemcosts. A coarsersegmentationin
the barrel would lead to fewer channels,which would lower the cost of the
first level trigger. Therefore,we have pursuedour trigger studieshere for
many segmentations.Since the topology of high energycollisions at SSC
energiesis not currently known, the conservativeapproachwould seemto
be to pick a smaller EM segmentationconsistantwith showercontainment.
However, it is concievable that there is some optimum segmentation, not
.157, .157, that gives the bestphotonefficiencyfor a given trigger rate.

Figure3 showsthe background singlephoton trigger rates as a function of
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energythresholdfor the abovetriggercriteria at thestandardSSCluminosity.
For this simulation the EM sums were madeexactly .157, .157, for all

regionsfrom 17 in -2.8, 2.8. Thereis no gapor material includedbetweenthe
barreland the endcaps.Interestinglyenoughthe highestbackgroundtrigger
rate at the lowest thresholdis exactly at thenominal trigger segmentationof
.157, .157. At higher thresholds,larger segmentationsdominate. There is
aninterestingtradeoffimplicit in this graph,betweenthe increasingability to
concentrateenergyin asingle bin with larger segmentations,andthe higher
probability to veto the "isolated shower" as the lateralveto region increases.
All sums scalehere: the SPEM and SP1 sumsare all twice the EM sum
size. As the EM sumsize increases,a larger and larger swathof calorimetry
is defined as the veto region, with the samerequirementof less than 1 GeV
energydeposit being madewithin this region.

Figure 4 shows the efficiency for detecting an 80 GeV Higgs decaying
to 2 gammas,whereone or both falls within the trigger acceptance.This
peaks for the nominal .157, .157 segmentation,clearly becausethe larger
lateral veto areacuts into the efficiency through accidentaloverlap. The top
quarkefficiency is inherentlydifferent. Top quark decayswill haveassociated
particlesnearto the EM shower,so that the signal tendsto vetoitself. Figure
5 showsthat the efficiency for top is best whenthe lateral veto region is the
smallest.

Our goalthoughis to accumulatethe Higgs - 2y signal asbestascan be
done, without acceptingtoo many backgroundtriggers. Figure 6 showsthe
Higgs efficiency againstthe trigger rate,for thedifferent segmentations.Each
point is takenat oneof the previouslyshownthresholds.The highesttrigger-
ratepoint correspondsto 15 GeV Pt threshold,thenext to 20 GeV, etcetera,
for eachsegmentation.The .157, .157 segmentationis nearideal. The .105,
.105 caseis similiar, but would cost more, while the .209, .209 casegives
somewhatless Higgs efficiencyfor the sametrigger rate. Presumablythis is
causedby the larger lateralveto region,allowing low energyparticlesin the
sameeventto accidentlyveto an otherwiseisolatedphoton. The .157, .157
segmentationseemsoptimal for the baselinephoton trigger.

The efficiency for capturinga low-massHiggs is oneof theprimary goals
in the GEM experiment,but the efficiency for triggering on asingle photon
is what one is most interestedin. Assumingthe .157, .157 segmentationat
a 15 GeV threshold,the lliggs single-photonefficiency is shown asa function.
of in Figure 7. This efficiency is found by asking whethera particular EM
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sum triggered,whenaphotonfrom Riggs decayabovesomethresholdpassed
through its fiducial area. Somewhatsurprisingly, this efficiency is flat out to
the limit here of ij =2.8. At high 17, the .157, .157 geometrybegins to
make the trigger sumssomewhatsmaller than ashowerdiameter;onemight
have expecteda decreasein efficiency, which is not evident. This trigger
algorithm though is largely basedon the SPEM sums, so perhapsthis is not
so surprising. Another interesting feature is the magnitude. The photon
efficiency averagesto only 77 % here.

Figure 8 shows the backgroundtrigger rate as a function of rapidity.
Events were double-binnedfor statistics. Once again, the trigger sums in
this simulation are precisely .157, .157, out to the highest 17. Thereis no
gap here betweenthe barrel and the endcap,contrary to what may seem
indicated. The fluctuations are still large, but the backgroundrate seems
flat over the full trigger region.

3 EM Sum Lateral Vetoing

Therehave beenseveralworries with the baselinetrigger. One is that the
noise in an SPEM sum is near to 1/2 0eV, so that the 1 0eV lateral veto
threshold is only 2 sigma above the noise. Another possible objection is
that the lateral veto region is large in ,j, space,coveringa "doughnut"
that is .942, .942 across. Aside from issuesof accidentaloverlap between
a jet and an otherwisebona fide isolatedphoton, this may createa bias for
somephysics. This would be true of a top quarkphoton trigger, wheresome
associatedEM energy is expectednearby. Perhapssome other, currently
unforeseenphysicssignal, would suffer likewise. Such abiaswould be aggra
vatedin the endcaps,wherethe EM sumsare foreseento be larger than the
nominal .157, .157.
- In an attempt to choosea set of trigger criteria that might mitigate
some of the above problems,we tried one that would narrow the lateral veto
region. In this scheme,the S EM neighborsareused,rather thanthe 8 SPEM
neighbors. Previouswork whenthe trigger ideaswere being developedhad
indicated that the backgroundtrigger rate with this algorithmwould be too
high; this was resurrectedto seewhat might be done. The trigger conditions
here are:
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EMV1:
central EM sum is greater than threshold

.and. 1st largest EM neighbor is less than 1 GeV

EMV2:
central EM sum is greater than 2/3 threshold

.and. 1st largest EN neighbor is over 1/3 threshold

.and. 2nd largest EM neighbor is less than 1 GeV

The hadronic veto was also changedfrom the 4 SP1 sumsbehind the

central EM sum to just the one SP1 sum. This alone was required to be
less than5 0eV. Figure 9 showsa comparisonof the Riggs efficienciesversus
backgroundratesfor this longitudinal-vetoregionanda largeronecovering4
SP1sums. Also shownis the BaselineSF Sumphoton trigger. One seesthat
the points for the EM Sum lateral vetoing with 1 hadronic SF sum vetoing
are almost indistinguishablefrom those with 4 hadronic sumsvetoing. For
the sameRiggs efficiency, the backgroundrate is marginally smaller for the
latter. Surprisingly, thereis little differencebetweenthe baselineSP-vetoing
and the EM-vetoing proposedhere. The baselinetrigger has a somewhat
flatter slope,presumablycausedby accidentalvetoesin the largervetoregion.
One might evenconjectureabout the universality of this curve, for broadly
similar trigger conditions.

Figure 10 shows the backgroundtrigger ratesfor this new set of criteria
EM sum veto, as a function of energythreshold. Now it is the .209,
.209 segmentationsand larger that give the highestbackgroundrates.Note
that the .157, .157 rateshavechangedvery little. This trigger is also less
biasedagainstevent relatedoverlap,andthereforethe efficiencieswill be less
dependenton eventtopology with this trigger. This is a benefit here, since
the results are less dependenton the detailsof the Monte Carlo.

Figure 11 shows the 80 0eV Higgs efficiency for the different segmenta
tions. The segmentationthat gavethe higher trigger ratesalso gives thebest
efficiency for the Riggs -* 2-y. Again, this indicates that one is matmizing
the energyin oneEM sum while minimizing the lateral accidentaloverlap.
We are interestedin getting the best Higgs efficiency for the same trigger
rate, and in Figure 12 one seesthat this function hasvery little dependence
on the segmentationas one might have previously thought. For this set of
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trigger criteria it is not clear that the .157, .157 trigger segmentationis
optimal. While the backgroundrate goesup for somesegmentations,so does
the efficiency, andas is seenin Fig. 9. the points seemto lie on a common
curve of efficiencyvs. rate. At the lowest energythresholdshighest trigger
rates one seesthat the .105, .105 casefalls below the curve, presumably
becausethe segmentationis becomingsmaller than a showerdiameter,and
that the .314, .314 casealso may fall a bit low. At intermediateenergy
thresholdsintermediatetrigger rates the .157, .157 and .209, .209 seg
mentationsmaintain their efficiencieswell for a given trigger rate, though
they do fall off a bit at higher energythresholdslower trigger rates. Even
if not currently optimal, the functional dependenceon the trigger sum size
is weak.

Finally Figure 13 shows the top efficiency versus the trigger threshold.
Since we no longer veto on such a large lateral region, the order of the
segmentationsthat give thebestefficiency changesvery little until the .262,
.262 size is reachedlateral veto areaof .786, .786 . Figure 14 showsthe
top efficiency against the backgroundtrigger rate, again showing that the
smaller3 segmentationsare best. Theseare includedfor the reader’sinterest;
the top efficiency is not a driving considerationin the trigger segmentation
at the SSC.

4 Two Ring Lateral Vetoing

A lateral veto on the isolated photon shower that usesmore information
would be the previous set of criteria, using the 8 neighboring EM sums 7
when the shower is allowed to spreadover 2 sums, andthen further using
the 16 EM sumssurroundingthose. This two-ring trigger would be difficult
to implement,but hasbeenexploredbefore in an attempt to suppressback
ground trigger ratesfurther. The lateralvetoing areawould be similar to the
SP-Sumlateral vetoing, but with more information used. Figure 15 shows
the Riggs efficienciesversusthe backgroundtrigger rateswith and without
this secondring. While the 1-ring lateral veto gives higher backgroundtrig
ger ratesfor the sameenergythreshold,one seesthat the two setsof points
lie on the sameline. One doesnot get any more efficiency for the Higgs at a
given backgroundtrigger rate with the two lateral rings.
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5 Trigger Efficiency Magnitudes

The trigger efficienciesthat havebeenshownso far are less than 100%, even
90%. We undertookastudy to understandwhat eventswere being lost and
how. Figure 16 showsan exampletrigger responsecurve to single photons
in different energy bins. Thesewere taken from the 80 GeV Riggs boson
events and from the direct photon data sets, at a trigger thresholdof 25
0eV. One sees a nice step at the trigger threshold,with a shoulderat the
trigger threshold,anda final rise to the full efficiency.

Thereare two questions.

* Why is the efficiency only 70% or so nearthreshold?

* Why doesn’t the efficiency rise to a full 100%?

Figure 17 showsscatterplotsof the showersharing for the Riggs photon
events near threshold. For both plots there is a hadronic veto cut, and a
lateral isolation cut on the 2nd outside ring of EM sums. There are no
lateral isolation cuts in the immediateneighborhoodof the centerEM sum.
Thereis an energycut. At each trigger threshold,the total energyin a 9x9
arrayof EM trigger sumswas summed.Whenthis total wasgreaterthanthe
trigger threshold,but not greaterby more than 5 0eV, with the centralEM
sumcontributing more than its neighbors,then the showerwasenterredinto
this scatterplot. The horizontal scaleis the centralEM-sum divided by the
trigger thresholdenergy. The vertical scaleis the highestEM sumneighbor,
of the 8 neighborsthat the central sum can have. This is also normalized
to the trigger threshold. The underfiowsare thoseentries wherethe highest
immediateneighbor is less than 1 0eV.

The showersharingbetweenthe centralEM sumandthe highestneighbor
is clearhere. Thereis asmearedline beginningat no sharingall of the energy
in thecentraltower, andnonein the highestneighbor,going linearly through
the possiblesharings. 10%/90%, 20/80,etc.. The figure on the left hasno
lateral isolation cut, the figure on the right requires7 of the 8 neighborsbe
lessthan 1 0eV. Qualitatively one seesthe effect of the lateral isolation cut
- those with showersharing giving a significant amount of energyin a 3rd
EM sum get cut.

The EM trigger is easily representedin this plot. The isolated EM sum
trigger requiresmore than the thresholdenergyin the centralEM sum, and
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requiresthat the highestneighborbe less than 1 0eV. The first underfiow
bin on the vertical axis representsthis cut; eventsappearingin the scatter-
plots proper have more than 1 0eV in the highest neighbor, sufficient to
satisfy the veto in the EMV1 trigger. In the scatterploton the left, 53.4% of
the showershave more than the thresholdenergy. Both EMV1 criteria to
gether include the entries in the scatterplotto the right of the vertical solid
line and below the horizontal solid line; this represents50.3% of the total
EM showersshown. An energydeposit of less than 5 0eV in the hadronic
section is alsorequired. The EMV2 sum sharingtrigger requiresmore than
2/3 of the thresholdenergyin the central EM sum, andmore than 1/3 in the
highestneighbor. This would includethe entriesabovethe intersectionof the
two dashedlines in the plot, and represents8.5% of the total. Without any
lateral veto requirements,this trigger accepts50.3 + 3.1 ± 8.5 = 61.9% of
the showerswithin 5 0eV of threshold.

The trigger allows shower sharing only between2 EM sums. The left
scatterplotcontainsshowersthat are spreadover 2, 3 and4 EM sums. There
is no restriction on the lateral showerspreadingabout the centralEM sum,
savethat on theoutsidering of the 5x5 matrix. This shouldbesmall,sincewe
are only consideringphotonsnearthreshold. The scatterploton the right in
Figure 17 has acut on the inside 3x3 matrix, requiring the other 7 neighbors
to be below 1 0eV, reducing the problemto shower sharingbetween2 EM
sums.

With the isolation cut aloneon the 7 neighbors,6% of the entriesin the
plot are lost, from the region where the discriminator trigger is not being
applied. For photonsnear thresholdthen, 3- and4-EM sum sharingis neg
ligible. One could changethe 2/3 - 1/3 sharing criteria to 70/30, but the
dashedline on the left would rise andcut more events as the dashedline on
top was lowered and includedmore events. Thus the loss areaof the box
is decreased,but so is the efficiency. Thereseemslittle room for optimisa
tion. With the EMV1 and EMV2 lateral isolation cuts, the scatterplot on
the right showsthat the trigger accepts50.3 + 8.3 = 58.8% of the showers
nearthreshold.

This thenanswersthe first questionabove. The initial risein the discrim
inator curve is dependenton the EM sum showersharing conditions,which
are important for photonsnearthe thresholdenergy. The secondquestion
remainsopen. We suspectedthat the reasonthat the discriminator curve
does not rise to a full ioo% aciency is that the sharing to other EM sums
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violates the 1 0eV lateral veto threshold.
To investigatethis, we formed the samescatterplotsas in Figure 17, but

for photons10-15 0eV over threshold. SeeFigure 18. Again, the scatterplot

on the right requiresthe 7 EM neighborsto be less than 1 0eV, andthe scales
are normalizedto the trigger threshold. The lateral isolation requirement

cuts7% of the showersbetweenthe two scatterplots.The two trigger criteria
include 76.9% of the showersincluding the isolation cut, that is, the sum of
the regionbelow the two solid lines andthe 2 regionsaboveand to the right
of the dashedlines. It is easyto seethat including all showersover threshold
with no requirementon the EMV1 highest neighbor would include another
15%, for a total of 92% of the showers,a very goodefficiency.

We then changedthe showersharing part of the trigger, so that the 2nd
highestneighborwas not requiredto be less than 1 0eV, but was rather left
unconstrained.The 3rd highestneighborwasrequiredto be less than 1 0eV.
Specifically, the EMV2 condition definedabovewas changedto be:

E14V2:
central EM sun is greater than 2/3 threshold .AND.

largest EM neighbor is over 1/3 threshold . AND.
3rd largest EM neighbor is less than 1 GeV

This left oneunconstrainedneighbor. We alsodid aseperaterun, leaving
2 unconstrainedneighbors.

ENV2:
central EM sun is greater than 2/3 threshold .AND.
largest EM neighbor is over 1/3 threshold .AND.
4th largest EM neighbor is less than 1 GeV

Note that thereis no spatialrequirementon the position of the neighbor.
The resultsare shown in Figure 19. While the aciency does improve

abovethreshold,it still doesnot go to 100%, exceptmaybefor the highest
photon energypoint in the secondcase. Leaving just one unconstrained
neighborhardly changesthe curve at all. One concludesthat oncethere is
ashower that spreadsto two EM trigger sums,that thereis little significant
spreadingto more.
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The trigger hastwo parts though. In addition to the above, we further
loosenedthe lateral veto criteria on EMV1, the isolated EM sum part of
the trigger. First we allowed the highestneighbor to beunconstrainedwhile
the central was still above threshold, andthen allowed two neighborsto be
unconstrained. The otherswere still required to be less than 1 0eV. The
discriminatorcurvesfor this caseare shown in Figure 20. For photonsnear
threshold,the efficiency goes up somewhatfor both caseswherethe lateral
veto constraintis lessened.More importantly, when thereare two neighbors
left unconstrained,the efficiency goes to the 100% for high enoughphoton
energybeyondthreshold.

One alsoseesin this plot that when 1 neighbor is left unconstrained,the
efficiency initially rises to near ioo%, then falls again. As the showerenergy
increases,spreadingto more than 1 nearby EM sum becomesimportant
enoughto significantly affect the efficiency. Figure 21 shows this samecase
for the .209, .209 segmentation.Since lateral showerspreadingis less for
the larger EM sums,oneseesless sign of it in the plateauof thesecurves.

By refering back to the sameplot of efficiency versusrate, one may get
an idea of whether this is worth consideringfurther. Figure 22 shows the
nominal trigger comparedto three casesof looseningthe lateral veto con
straints. One leaves two neighborsunconstrainedin only the isolated sum
trigger EMV1, one in only the 2-sumsharing EMV2, andthe third leaves
two neighborsunconstrainedin both triggers EMV1 andEMV2. Only in the
caseswherethe EMV1 trigger is looseneddoesone departfrom the nominal
curve at all, and even then not by very much. Figure 23 shows that all of
the benefit actually comeswhen leavingjust 1 neighborunconstrainedin the
EMV1 trigger.

We concludefrom this then that while we observea shoulderin the effi
ciency as the photonenergy is increasedbeyond the trigger threshold,and
that the eventualefficiencyis less than 100%, that thereis little to be done
about it. The first is inherent in 2-sum sharing algorithms, and the sec
ond is dueto showerspreadingwhen an otherwiseisolated EM sum is well
over threshold. Larger sumscan mitigate the lateral showerspreading,but
we haveseenin Figure 12 that for a given trigger rate, that the rnggs effi
ciency doesnot rise significantly for the larger segmentationwith the larger
correspondingveto region.

That the improvementin efficiencyat agiven trigger rateis only amodest
one is interesting. The changesin the trigger criteria that were applied to
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the isolatedphotonswere alsoappliedto the background. That the efficiency
changes little with rate indicates not that the backgroundis staying the
same.It indicatessomethingabout the characterof the background,possibly
narrower neutral jets, that have a exponentiallydecreasingor increasing
change in ratesas cuts are applied that affect the actual isolated photons
linearly against the same parameter. Even a trigger that is basedon the
floating point addition of energydepositsabout the triggering EM sumwould
be fooled by lateral spreadingthat makesan otherwiseisolatedphoton look
more like the neutraljet background. Any improvementsthat can be made
on the nominal EM-veto trigger presentedherewould be modestat best.

6 Other Trigger Dependences

Since shower spreadingbeyond the central EM sum is hurting the overall
trigger efficiencyto somedegree,we investigatedraising the thresholdon the
nearbyneighbors.This thresholdhasbeen 1 0eV. It could be as low as 700
MeV, and still be 3 sigma above the noise. It can be as high as one likes.
Figure24 showsthe Eggs efficiency versusthe trigger ratefor severallateral
veto,thresholdsin this range. While one moves along the previouslydefined
curve, thereis no benefit from changingthe lateral thresholdin actual lliggs
efficiency for a given trigger rate. Figure 24b shows the effect of changing
the lateralveto on the trigger turn-on curve, for a 15 0eV trigger threshold.
The photonsnearthresholdareperhapseffected,but thosewell over are not,
by small changesin the lateral veto level.

This curve of efficiency versusbackgroundrates is more interestingthe
less that it changes.Thereseemsto be little that canbedoneto deviatevery
far from the norm. Of course,the cutsso far havebeenon energythresholds
of nearbyneighbors. Perhapsby implementinga simple patternrecognition
beyond the showerisolation, onewould introduce further information that
would changethe position of the efficiency versusratescurve.

In leaving 2 EM sum neighborsunconstrainedin the previous section,
they were chosenby energy ordering in the list of all neighbors. Instead
of ordering them in this fashion, we chose them so that in the caseof 2-
sum showersharing,the neighbor to the left andto the right of the primary
sharingneighbor are those left unconstrained.Thereis no obvious way to
choosethem in the isolated EM sum case,sothat the EMV1 isolation part
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of the trigger was left unchangedfrom the nominal trigger. The results are
shownin Figure25. Again, thereis no deviationfrom the standardefficiency
versus rate curve. In retrospect. this is not so surprising, since we have
already shown that when the shower spreadssignificantly between2 EM
sums,that thereis little showerspreadingbeyondthat.

If onebelievesthat the backgroundis principally dueto unusuallynarrow
jetswith unusuallylargeEM energycomponents,thenit is possiblethat since
lateral cuts havefailed to makeany headwayagainst this that changingthe
longitudinal cuts may. Theremay still be some fraction of hadronicenergy
that would makethe backgroundsensitiveto the hadronic cuts. Figure 26
shows that efficiency versusbackgroundfor several different hadronic cuts.
It is true that the Higgs efficiency doesn’t change at all, while the trigger
rate does. The pileup andthermal noise in the front-floor hadronic SP sums
totals 1.1 0eV at a luminosity of 10**33. The veto thresholdwould be at
least 3 sigma abovethe noise.The actual benefit in lliggs efficiency against
backgroundis seento beslight for awide rangeof thresholds.Furtherpattern
recognitionseemsunlikely with the .157, .157 EM sum size, in a way that
would allow oneto significantly changethe efficiencyversusrate curve.

7 Rapidity Dependences

The discussionof the trigger simulationhas only beenfor bins of equal ,
over the rapidity range of -2.8, 2.8. The actual configuration of EM

trigger sums will look more like those shown in Figure 27 in the endcaps.
Without getting into simulatingparticular configurations,onewould like to
argue about the global aspectsof larger trigger sums or larger lateral veto
areasversusrapidity.

Figure 28 for instanceshows the single photonefficiency as a function
of rapidity for the .157, .157 segmentationat a trigger threshold of 15
0eV. For simplicity we will usethe trigger thresholdof 15 0eV for ali of the
comparisonshere. Onealso seesthat the efficiencyis fairly fiat, with perhaps
somefalloff at the highest t7 nearthe trigger limit foreseenJ i = 2.5.

As one goes towards higher rapidities the EM trigger sum should get
larger, to containthe EM showerif for no other reason.Figure 27 showsEM
sums no smaller than 4 Moliere radii across. Also, those sums at the limit
of the endcaptrigger region would be usedfor lateralvetoesonly for shower
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isolation testing. Thesecan benarrower in ij, andwider in th.
Figures 29 and 30 show the Higgs photon efficiency for two larger EM

sum sizes. Both are flat up to the expectedtrigger limit of 2.5=! ti . One
might not expectthat a conglomerationof the 3 will also be fiat in ij, since
they areflat at different levels. This is true evenwhen the lateralveto region
is changedwhile keepingthe EM sumsize the same. CompareFigures15 and

7. showing the EM and SP lateral vetoing for the .157, .157 segmentation.
Thereis no inherent flaw in the trigger schemethat obviatescertainrapidity
regions from otherwiseequalconsideration.

One other worry would be that there are some regions of rapidity that
contributemore to the backgroundtrigger rates. One might suspectfor in
stancethat it is the forwardrapiditiesthat are disproportionallyrepresented
in the backgroundratesin spiteof theproportional, lateralveto regions.
Figures 31 - 33 show the backgroundtrigger ratesfor different trigger sum
sizes. The lateral veto areasscaleaccordingly. The effects of thesedifferent
sum sizes are convoluted,but noneshow a significant changein trigger rate
in the trigger region up to i =2.5 Some show a changein rate beyond
that. Figure8 showsthe backgroundratesversusrapidity for the SP lateral
vetoing, which whencomparedto Figure 31 shows the effect of keepingthe
EM sum size the samebut changingthe lateral veto region. Again, thereis
no strongdependenceon j in the trigger region. Note alsoFigures32 and33.
There is no gap betweenthe barrel region and the endcapregion, as might
seemto be indicated. By showing that things do not inherentlychangein
the endcapsfor different EM sum sizesandfor different lateral veto regions,
we can concludethat therewill be no significant biasesin changingthe EM
sum sizes and lateralveto region sizes nearthe rapidity limit of the trigger.

8 Preamplifier Gain Dependences

Figures 34 and 35 show the discriminator curves for the 15 0eV and 25
0eV thresholdsas inter-channelpreampgain discrepanciesare introduced
betweenthe towers going into the EM sums. This also includesthe towers
going into the hadronic SP sums. The gain differences were assumedto
fall on a Gaussian,with a sigma as shown. Here the Higgs photons were
combinedwith the direct QED photon data sets to increasethe statistics
in each photon energybin. One sees that the photonsimmediately below
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thresholdand thosejust abovethresholdare most affected. The sharpedge
on the discriminator curve becomesmore gradual. It is expectedthat, with
the largenumbersof preamplifiersproduced,it will be possibleto group them
in batcheswith the dispersionin relativegains of lessthan 5%. Even at 5%
one seesthat the discriminator curve is only mildly affected. Smaller gain
deviationsshowedno differencefrom the nominal within statistics. Giventhe
difficulties that the 2 EM-sum showersharing algorithm hasnear threshold
already, this trigger is not sensitiveto calorimeterchannel-to-channelgain
problems.

O Physical Layout

The 1st level trigger was originally foreseen as being located above the
calorimetry, arrangedin a circle. This minimizes the path lengths of the
interconnectsrequiredto passthe lateral veto information betweenracks of
EM sums. The trigger now is locatedon the wall of the experimentalhail,
arrangedin a plane. The length of the interconnectsnow posesa problem
for the timing. It is difficult to seehow the 2 microsecondlatencycan still
be achieved.

One suggestionhas beento eliminate the interconnectsthat pose the
greatesttiming problems. The wall layout now hasthe calorimetry front end
electronicsarrangedin groups of racks. Betweenrackswithin thesegroups
the trigger interconnectscan still be easilymade. We explorethe possibility
here of eliminating all other interconnects. Groups of racks are therefore
isolated from each other, with no information passedas to the presenceof
any lateral EM showers. In the barrel region, these groupsof rackswould
represent4 calorimeterjet sums,covering a total area of 1.25, 1.25 in ii,

4. For the sakeof this note,we term thesegroupsof EM neighborhoodsto
be trigger ‘towns’.

Figure 36 showsthe effect on the backgroundtrigger rate for the baseline
SP-vetosingle photon trigger. The rise in trigger rate is 40%. Figures 37
and38 showthe changein Higgs efficiencyandtop efficiencywith the trigger
towns. Figure 39 showswhat onemight expect, that at a particular back
ground trigger rate, theactual effect on the Higgs efficiency is unchangedby
breakingup the lateralveto neighborhoodsinto trigger towns.

Figure40 shows the effect of the trigger towns on the backgroundtrigger
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rate for the nominal EM-veto single photon trigger. The increasein rate is
much lessnow, only 13% at the lower thresholds.This is not so surprising,

since the numberof EM cells effected is smaller. For the baselineSP-veto

trigger, it is the 2 outsiderings of EM sumsin the town that areboth effected
by the lack of the lateral veto acrossthe town boundary. In the EM-veto
trigger, it is only the outside ring of EM sumsthat are effected. Also, the
EM-veto trigger has a tighter areaof lateral vetoing. A tighter lateralcut on
onesidewould constrainneutraljets that presumablyconstitutemanyof the
backgroundtriggers. By conservationof Pt aroundthe jet core,a constraint
on lateral energyon oneside implies a constrainton the other side of the jet
core.

Figure41 showsthe changein Higgs efficiencyfor the EM-veto trigger as
a function of the the backgroundtrigger rate, with andwithout the trigger
towns. The effect on the trigger performanceis very small, even at the
sametrigger threshold. Given the currently foreseeablelayout problems,we
proposeto incorporatethesetrigger ‘towns’ into the level one single photon
trigger.

10 A ConglomerateTrigger

The performanceof the single photon trigger combines the requirementsof
shower energy measurement,and isolation identification. Both considera
tions drive the segmentationto larger values,rather than smaller. At some
segmentationsize however, the accidentaloverlap with otherwiseunrelated
event backgroundcausesmisidentification of both signal and background.
In this section we considera trigger that usesa larger segmentationfor the
showerenergymeasurementby applyingthe trigger thresholdon the SPEM
sums,andasmallersegmentationfor the isolation identification by using the
8 neighboringEM sumsfor the lateralveto. This is acombinationof the two
previouslateral-veto trigger configurationsdiscussed,and is still physically
possiblein the trigger hardwareas is now foreseen.

The two conditionsfor this trigger still use the previousterminology of
the isolated showerandthe shared-shower,EIVIV1 andEMV2.

EMY1:
central SPE?’! greater than Pt threshold
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.and. 1st largest El’! neighbor is less than 1 GeV

EMV2:
central EM stun is greater than 2/3 threshold

.and. 1st largest EN neighbor is over 1/3 threshold

.and. 2nd largest EN neighbor is less than 1 GeV

In this scheme,the showerenergyspreadto neighboringEM sumsis now
countedin the total energy,where before it was lost. Of course, it must be
below 1 GeV in any onesum, or be vetoed.

The Higgs performanceof this trigger is shownin Figure 42, comparedto
the nominal EM sumlateralveto. The lliggs efficiencyversusthe background
rate againfollows the samecurve as the previouscases,indicating little gain
in trigger performance.The ratesfor a given energythresholdare somewhat
higher.

As before,onecould alsoprovidefor small showerspreadingin the lateral
veto constraintfor the central isolatedshowertrigger. This is not quite like
the previouscaseof the EM-sumtrigger. Therethe isolated EM sumtrigger
was improvedby leaving out oneneighboring EM sumfrom the lateral veto,
therebygaining in those caseswhere shower spreadingwas self-vetoing an
otherwiseisolated photon. Here by leaving out one neighbor the effect is
more ambiguous. This could be the neighbor to an isolated EM sum as
before. But it could also be a shower-sharingneighbor within the SPEM
sum, that hadn’t otherwise met the 2/3 - 1/3 sharing criteria. While this
might confusethe trigger cuts, it might lead to improved performance.

Figure42 also showsthis effect of leavingout the oneEM neighborfor the
isolated SP sum over threshold. There is an improvement in performance.
As alsoshownin the figure a comparisonwith the nominal EM veto trigger
with the oneneighbor left unconstrainedshows that the nominal trigger is
still better,even if only that the backgroundtrigger rate is slightly lower for
agiven energycut.

11 Conclusions

We haveinvestigatedthe performaceof the level-i single photon trigger in
detail, with respectto Riggs - 2-y efficiency. Severaltrigger schemShave
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been simulatedwith QFL. The QFL showerparameterizationwas usedfor

its much greaterspeed over other packages. Also the trigger segmentation

is much coarserthan a showerwidth, so one expectslittle dependenceon

the shower parameterizationused. The two principle trigger schemesare

the baselineTDR SPEM showercontainmentandlateral veto trigger, and

a trigger using only the EM sums for the lateral veto and showerenergy

containment.
Severalsourcesare responsiblefor the loss in Riggs efficiency. One class

is that due to event relatedoverlap. This can veto an otherwiseisolated
photon, by the chanceoverlap of a jet. Our studieshaveshown that this is
at a low level for the nominal .157 x .157 segmentation.

The otherclassof inefficienciesis that dueto showerself-vetoing. Photons
nearto the trigger thresholdsuffer an unavoidableloss dueto the sharingof
EM showersbetweentrigger sums. The nominal trigger allows for sharing
between2 trigger sums,but evenfor showersthat sharebetween2 sumsthere
is a classof sharingthat is missedby the discriminator trigger scheme.Near
threshold,the aciency of this trigger schemeis about60%.

For photonsfurther from the triggerthreshold 10 GeV over threshold
anotherinefficiency becomesdominant, showerspreading. This inefficiency
makesan isolatedphotonappearto be spreadover morethan 2 trigger sums,
andthe lateral isolation requirementforces a veto. This would be true of
any 2-sumtrigger scheme.By using simple logic in the discriminator based
trigger we can mitigate this effect, by leaving out the veto constrainton one
EM trigger neighbor,when the centralEM sumis fully over threshold. This
modification though gives the best trigger performance,with an improved
Riggs efficiency at a givenbackgroundtrigger rate.

The size andthresholdused for thehadronicveto behindthe EM energy
deposithaslittle effect on trigger efficiencyor backgroundrate. For thenom
inal segmentation,there is very little dependenceof the trigger efficiency or
backgroundrateon rapidity. A study of the offsets of the channel-to-channel
dispersionof the preamplifier gains indicatesthat the trigger performanceis
insensitiveto this, andthe discriminator turn-on curve is essentiallyunmod
ified for a dispersionof gains of s% or less.

We have also explored other trigger segmentations,smaller and larger
than the nominal. At very largesegmentations,the trigger becomessensitive
to unrelatedeventoverlap. At small segmentations,the containmentsuffers
as the showerspreadseasily over 2 or more EM sums. The .i57 x .157
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segmentationis nearto optimal, andthe easiestto implement in hardware.
One problem that has beenexplored is that of the trigger timing. The

interconnectsbetweentrigger racks that carry the informationfor the lateral
shower isolation require more time than can be allowed for in the 2 /.Lsec
trigger latency. By grouping the lateral shower isolation into groupsof 4 jet
sums, or 1.25, 1.25 in eta, phi, one finds little changein trigger perfor
mancefor the nominal EM lateral veto scheme. We proposeto implement
these"trigger towns" in the level 1 photon trigger.

Figure43 andthe correspondingTable 2 show asummaryof the different
trigger configurationsmodelled, and the actual performanceof the trigger
in Riggs efficiency versusthe backgroundtrigger rate. The parameterbeing
varied is actually Pt threshold, for each of the functions of efficiency and
backgroundrate. Oneseesan interestingcurve that is insensitiveto the exact
cuts used by the trigger for the EM lateral veto trigger. The Pt threshold
determinesthe point along the curve that the trigger actually falls, but the
shapeis reasonably"universal".

We haveusedthis curve as the principle criterion in gauging trigger per
formance. This showsthat most parametersthat onemight vary to optimize
the trigger performanceare moot. Gains or lossesin efficiency are followed
by a correspondingloss in rate. It is also desirableto havea particular ef
ficiency andrate at the lowest energythresholdpossible,of course. Almost
everytrigger configurationexploredin this curve howeverhasthe highestef
ficienciesat reasonablylow energythresholds,which makesenergythreshold
aweak criterion for trigger selection.

Thereare a few trigger configurationsthat arenotableexceptionsto the
"universal" curve. The one falling lower, curve "b", is that of the TDR
baseline SPEM trigger. We proposeto drop the SPEM trigger, in favor
of the EM sum trigger scheme. The highest curve on this plot, curve
correspondsto the nominal EM trigger with one neighbor left out of the
isolatedEM sumlateralveto. The onecurve that falls in between,curve"c",
correspondsto asomewhatlarger trigger segmentation,the .209 x .209. This
leadsto bettershowercontainment,andobviatessomeof the self-vetoingdue
to showerspreading.The loosenedisolation veto in curve "e" is designedto
addressjust thisinefficiency, andperformsbetterovera largerrangeof energy
thresholds.We proposeto implementthis loosenedisolationveto in the level
1 trigger.

The trigger schemeproposedhere, that of the EM sum lateral veto,
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with oneneighbor unconstrainedwhen the central sum is fully over thresh
old, and with one hadronic SP sum for the longitudintal vetoing, provides
near-optimaltrigger performance.It is possiblethat someother schemecan
achievesimilar Riggs - 2y efficiency for a similar backgroundtrigger rate,
at a lower Pt threshold. However, many of the dependencesof the trigger
performanceare weak, even that of Pt threshold for broadly similar trig
ger conditions. Further improvementscould only come from a trigger using
much more showerinformation, such as recognizing3- and 4-EM sum show
ers, thougheventheseimprovementswould be modestat best. By lowering
the trigger threshold 10 GeV below the desiredthreshold and accepting
the backgroundrate, one alreadyhas a first level trigger that is almost fully
efficient for singlephotons.
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Figure 2: Comparisonof QFL andGEMFAST. Backgroundtrigger ratesare
comparedfor the two simulationsat several trigger thresholds.
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Figure 3: BackgroundTrigger rate for baselinesingle photon trigger. The
nominal segmentationof .157 competeswith the .209 segmentationfor the
highesttrigger rate.
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Figure 7: The baselinesingle photon trigger aciency as a function of ra
pidity. The photonsabove15 GeV from the Riggs dataset wereused,with
a trigger thresholdof 15 GeV. Within statistics,the trigger efficiency is flat
with rapidity. The averageof thesedatapoints is only 77 %.
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Figure10: Thebackgroundtrigger ratefor theEM-veto singlephotontrigger.
The trigger ratefor thenominal segmentationhaschangedvery little at the
lowest thresholds,but no longer gives the highesttrigger rates. The larger
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Figure11: The Efficiency for a 80 GeV Riggswith the EM-vetosingle photon
trigger. The nominal segmentationnow showsa better efficiency at a given
energythresholdthanwith the baselinetrigger, but no longergives the best
efficiency at that threshold.
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Figure 12: The Riggs Efficiencyfor the EM-veto singlephoton trigger versus
the backgroundtrigger rate. Aside from the smallest segmentation,the re
sults bunchup along a singlecurve, andare insensitiveto the segmentation
size. The .209 sizegives the slightly better performance.
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Figure 13: Efficiency for a 140 GeV Top quarkwith the EM-veto singlepho
ton trigger. The branchingratios for the semi-leptonicdecaysare included.
The top quarksareproducedwith a minimum of 100 GeV Pt. All 3 of the
smallersegmentationsnow show the bestaciency.
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Figure 18: Thephoton showersharingbetweenthe centralEM sum andthe
highestneighbor in energy. The bottom axis is the centralEM sum energy
normalizedto trigger threshold,and the vertical axis is that of the highest
neighboringEM sum also normalizedto trigger threshold.This is the same
as Figure 17, only here the EM showers are restrictedto the range10-15
GeV over threshold.The plot on theright requires the other 7 neighborsto
be less than 1 GeV. The solid lines demonstratethe action of the isolated
EM-showertrigger, the dashedline the EM-sum sharingtrigger. The single
photontrigger is representedby the two setsof showerscombined.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT - 15 GeV Threshold
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Figure 19: The triggerresponseasa functionof photonenergy,showingthe
photon efficiency for a trigger thresholdof 15 0eV. The nominal EM-veto
trigger is shownalong with the curves for leaving 1 and 2 EM sums out of

lateralveto. Theseare left out for the 2 EM slim sharingpart of the trigger
only. The sumsleft out of the lateralveto werechosenby thosethat had
the most energyof all of the neighbors. The plateauefficiency is improved
somewhatfor the caseof 2 EM sumsleft unconstrained.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT - 15 GeV Threshold
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Figure 20: The trigger responseas a function of photon energy, showing
the photon efficiency for a trigger thresholdof 15 0eV. The nominal EM-
veto trigger is shown along with the curves for leaving 1 and 2 EM sums
out of lateral veto for both the 2 EM sum sharing, and for the isolated
EM sum parts of the single photon trigger. The plateauadency reaches
the desired 100 % for the secondcase,demonstratingthat lateral shower
spreadingfor theotherwiseisolatedEM sumpart of the trigger is responsible
for the bulk of the trigger inefficiency when the photonenergyis far above
threshold.Interestinglyenough,theefficiency for the caseof 1 neighborleft
unconstrainedbeginsto follow this samecurve, but againfalls asthe photon
energybecomeslarge.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT - .209 - 15 GeV Threshold
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Figure 21: The trigger responseas a function of photonenergy, showing
the photon efficiencyfor a trigger thresholdof 15 GeV. This is the sameas
Figure 20, but now for the .209x.209EM sum segmentation.The plateau
efficiencies arehigher, showing somewhatless lateralshowerspreading,but
the conclusionsare the same.
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Figure 22: The Eggs Efficiency versusthe backgroundtrigger ratefor the
nominal EM-veto trigger, andthoseleaving 2 neighborsunconstrainedin the
lateralveto. Oneleavesthe neighborsunconstrainedonly the caseof the 2
EM sum showersharing EMV2, one only in the caseof the isolated EM
sum trigger EMV1, and the third leaves.2. unconstrainedfor both trigger
conditions. The performanceshows some improvementwhen looseningthe
contraintfor the isolatedEM sum EMV1 trigger.
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Figure 23: The Riggs Efficiency versusthe backgroundtrigger rate for the
nominal EM-veto trigger, andthoseleaving 1 and2 neighborsunconstrained
the lateralveto. Theseneighborsare left out of the isolatedEM sum photon
trigger only. The actual performancebenefit comesmostly from leaving the
1 neighborunconstrained.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT - .157x.157
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Figure 24: The Eggs Efficiency versusthe backgroundtrigger rate for the
nominal EM-veto trigger lateralveto cut 1 GeT, and for 2 others. There
is no benefit to changingthis cut.
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Figure 24b:Theeffect of changingthelateralvetolevel on the triggerturn-on
curve is shown. There is perhapssome differencefor photonsnear thresh
old, although the statisticsare poor. For photons well over thresholdany
inefficiency from showerspreadingwill be thensitiveto small changesin the
lateral veto.
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Figure 25: The Riggs Efficiency versusthe backgroundtrigger ratefor the
nominal EM-veto trigger,and thoseleaving2 neighborsunconstrainedin the
lateralveto. Theseneighborsareleft out of the 2 EM sumsharingpart of the
photontrigger only. The points labelled ‘nearby 2 unconstrained’drop the
lateralvetoconditionfor the2 EM sumsnearesttheshowersharingneighbor.
The points labelled ‘2 unconstrained’dropthe lateralveto condition for the
2 EM sumsthat areotherwisehighestin energy. Thereis no benefit beyond
the nominal EM-veto trigger from suchsimple patternrecognition.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT
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Figure 26: The Riggs Efficiency versusthe backgroundtrigger rate for the
nominal EM-veto trigger with 3 different hadronicveto cuts. At the highest
rates,there is little benefit from this cut. The lower cut could be usedfor
the 1O**33 running,although the pileup noisewould drive one to the higher
cut for the 1O**34 running.
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Figure 27: Theproposedlayout of the EM sums in the endeapcalorimeter.
The trigger region limit here is =2.5. There is one row of EM sums at vi
higher thanthis limit, andonerow of EM sumsat thelow q boundary,both
for lateralveto purposesonly. Theactualtrigger region would be from , =

1.2 to 2.5.
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Figure 28: The Riggs PhotonEfficiency versusrapidity for the nominal EM-
veto triggerwith a 15 0eV threshold.Theefficiency is reasonablyfiat up to
the expectedtrigger limit of = 2.5.
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8 EM SUM CUT - .209 - 15GeV Threshold
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Figure 29: The Riggs PhotonEfficiency versusrapidity for thenominal EM-
veto trigger with a 15 0eV threshold. This is- the sameas Figure28, but for
an EM sum segmentationof .209x.209. The aciencyis reasonablyfiat up
to the expectedtrigger limit of q = 2.5. Thereis an indicationof a drop in
efficiency outsideof this limit.
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8 EM SUM CUT - .31-4 - 15GeV Threshold
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Figure30: The Riggs PhotonEfficiency versusrapidity for the nominal EM
veto triggerwith a 15 0eV threshold.This is-thesameasFigure28, but for
an EM sum segmentationof .314x.314. The efficiency is reasonablyfiat up
to the expectedtriggerlimit of = 2.5.
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8 EM Sum Lateral Cut - 15GeV Threshold
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Figure31: The backgroundtrigger rateasa function of rapidity for the EM-
vetosinglephotontrigger,at a thresholdof 15 0eV. The backgroundtriggers
seem fiat with rapidity, within statistics, up to the expectedtrigger limit of
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8 EM Sum Lateral Cut - .209 - 15GeV Threshold

EM rapidity sum

Figure 32: Thebackgroundtrigger rate as a function of rapidity for the EM-
veto single photon trigger, at a thresholdof 15 0eV. This is the same as

Figure 31, except that the EM sum segmentationis .209x.209. The back
ground triggersseemfiat with rapidity, within statistics,up to the expected
triggerlimit of =2.5.
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8 EM Sum Lateral Cut - .314 - 15GeV Threshold
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Figure33: The backgroundtrigger rate as a function of rapidity for the EM-
veto single photon trigger, at a thresholdof 15 0eV. This is the sameas
Figure 31, except that the EM sum segmentationis .314x.314. The back
groundtriggers seemfiat with rapidity, within- statistics,up to the expected
trigger limit of =2.5. There is no gap betweenthe barrel region and the
endcapregion,asmight seemto be indicated.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT - 15 GeV Threshold
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Figure 34: The trigger responseas a function of photonenergy,showing the
photonefficiency for a trigger thresholdof 15 0eV. The nominai EM-veto
triggeris shownalong with thecurves5%, 10% and15%intercaiibrationerror
betweenEM towers. Theedgeat the thresholdis degradedasthe calibration
error goesup, but not the plateauregion. Consideringthe showersharing
problemsalreadydiscussedat threshold,calibration errorsare not expected
to be a problem.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT - 25 GeV Threshold
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Figure 35: The trigger responseasa function of photonenergy,showingthe
photon efficiency for a trigger thresholdof 25 0eV. The conclusionis much
the sameasin figure 34. Theedgeis degraded,but theshoulderandplateau
arehardly affected. -
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Figure 36: Comparisonof backgroundtrigger ratesfor the baselineSP-veto
single photon trigger, with andwithout trigger towns. By breakingup the
lateralvetoing neighborhoodsinto towns, the-triggerrategoesup by 40%.
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Figure37: The HiggsEfficiencyfor thebaselineSF-vetosinglephotontrigger,

with and without trigger towns. The aciencyshows a modestfew percent
rise without the towns.
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Figure 38: Thetop Efficiency for the baselineSF-vetosinglephotontrigger,
with and without trigger towns. The efficiency for top goes up by almost
half, againshowingthat thetop jet signal is strongly correlatedwith its own
nearbycalorimeterenergydeposits.
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Figure 39: The Higgs efficiency versus the backgroundtrigger rate for the
baselineSF-vetosingle photon trigger. The performanceof the trigger for
Higgs is unchangedby the breakingup of the literal veto neighborhoodsinto
triggertowns.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT
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Figure 40: A comparisonof backgroundtrigger ratesfor the EM-veto single
photontrigger, with andwithout trigger towns. The caseusing the trigger
townsshowsa smallerincreasein rateover thenominalthandoesthe SF-veto
case.Here the increaseat the lowest thresholdsis 13%.
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8 EM SUM NEIGHBOR CUT
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Figure 41: A comparisonof Higgs efficiency versusbackgroundtrigger rates

for the EM-veto single photontrigger, with andwithout trigger towns. The

actualtrigger performanceis changedverylittle with this lateralveto scheme

by incorporatingthe trigger towns.
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Figure 42: A comparisonof Higgs efficiency versusbackgroundtrigger rates
for a conglomeratesingle photontrigger,using the EM sumsfor the lateral
veto and the SFEM sumsfor the isolatedshowercontainment.Also shown
is the effect in the nominal trigger in leaving out 1 neighborfrom thelateral
veto, compared to this conglomerate trigger. There is little added benefit
over the nominal EM lateralveto trigger.
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Figure 43: A comparisonof Higgs aciencyversusbackgroundtrigger rates
for most of the trigger configurationsdiscussedhere. SeeTable 2 for descrip
tions. Most triggerperformancesfall on the samecurve. The TDR baseline
is curve
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Curve Figure Lat Veto Had Veto Other ]
a 12 EM 1 GeV SF 5 GeV EM sum trigger

1, 6 SF 1 0eV 4 SF 5 0eV SPEM TDR-baseline

c 12 EM1GeV SFSGeV .209x.209

d 15 EM 1 0eV SP 5 0eV 2 lateral rings

e 23 EM1GeV SP5GeV luncinEMVl

1 42 EM 1 0eV SP 5 0eV trigger towns

g 25 EM 1 0eV SP 5 0eV EMV2 pattern

h 24 EM.7GeV SF5GeV varvcut

i 26 EM1GeV SP4GeV varycut

j 9 EM 1 0eV 4 SF 5 0eV larger had. area

Table 2: Suminar of Triggerconditionsvaried during this study. SeeFigure
44. The proposedtrigger now is curve "e".
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